
Lot A House by Millad (part of approved 2-lot plat)

  4276 East Mercer Way, Mercer Island, WA 98040

  16,549 sf     0.38 acres

  8,100

       170 cy cut (basement), 170 cy fill

       2,612 (net)

2,344 sf

  2,000

                   2,344 sf



C:\Users\Steph\Dropbox\CES Master\CES Projects\1766 Millad 4270 E Mercer Plat\Drainage\west lot drainage\1766-W Impervious
Spreadsheet

Gross Site area 16,549 sf
0.380 acres

Existing Impervious Area to be demolished
Ex roof, rockery 740 sf
Ex Driveway, on-site 1,604 sf

total existing, to be demolished = 2,344 sf

Proposed Impervious Area (on-site) (new + replaced)
Roof 3,583 sf
Exposed driveway, exposed, on-site 1,373 sf

total on-site (new + replaced) proposed = 4,956 sf

total replaced impervious = 2,344 sf
total new impervious = 2,612 sf

total new + replaced impervious = 4,956 sf
total proposed lawn/landscape = 11,593 sf

Proposed Impervious Area into detention pipe
Roof 3,583 sf
Driveway, exposed, on-site 1,373 sf

Impervious area into detention pipe = 4,956 sf

West Residence - 42xx East Mercer Way, Mercer Island, WA 98040 - CES #1766-W

Impervious Area Spreadsheet



E. Mercer 2-Lot Short Plat
4270 East Mercer Way
infiltrating LID facilities NOT permitted



project site:
42xx East Mercer Way
soil = Qpon = dense



This new single family construction project is the western lot of the East Mercer 2-lot Short Plat. The
average grade on-site is 30% down toward the south. Basement is proposed. Stormwater detention
was not required with the short plat if downstream storm drain is in good condition with capacity, but
it has turned out that it is not. Detention is proposed for this lot (and will be proposed with the west
lot).

We are not proposing infiltration or dispersion BMPs for this project. Infiltration facilities are not
permitted, the slope is too great for dispersion, and detention is available.

  2,000   3,583

  1,373 sf
 front steps 173



(see sheet C1.0 Erosion Control Plan)

above are not applicable for this single family project



Development of this lot will substantially maintain storm runoff patterns but to our knowledge there is
no natural drainage pattern to maintain. The existing (public) 12" storm drain  that bisects this
property will require re-routing to build the east house (see other permit).



 not determined

LID practices are mostly infeasible for this site. City infiltration maps indicate infiltration is not
advised. This site is too sloped for dispersion to be feasible. Detention is therefore proposed to
mitigate peak flows leaving site before entering city storm.



not determined

Same answer as previous page. LID practices are mostly infeasible for this site. City infiltration maps
indicate infiltration is not advised.  This site is too sloped for dispersion to be feasible. Detention is
therefore proposed to mitigate peak flows leaving site before entering city storm.



N/A

Same answer.
LID practices are not advised on this site with considerable slope and suboptimal soils in terms of
stability. City infiltration maps indicate infiltration is not advised.  This site is too sloped for dispersion
to be feasible. Detention is therefore proposed to mitigate peak flows leaving site before entering city
storm drain system for both lots.

LID practices are mostly infeasible for this site. City infiltration maps indicate infiltration is not
advised.  This site is too sloped for dispersion to be feasible. Detention is therefore proposed to
mitigate peak flows leaving site before entering city storm.



This project proposes to remove the existing structure on this recently platted property and build two
new houses and their respective driveways. The lot slopes down from north to south at roughly 30%.
Hazards exists for this lot: wind exposure, wind speed-up, potential slide, steep slope, seismic, and
erosion.

The proposed on-site "new + replaced" impervious area is 4,956 sf including roof and new/replaced
driveway. Stormwater BMPs are not proposed.Stormwater from this site will be directed to the
proposed detention pipe which then is routed to the new storm drain along the eastern property line
(see east house plans for this new storm drain).





We delineate an estimated limits of disturbance on sheet C1.0. Most trees are to remain.



See C1.0 for location of construction entrance. The existing access off E Mercer will  be the  point
of access during construction and will be upgraded to serve as driveway for the new house.



See plan for Silt Fence and the like to help mitigate sediment runoff during construction.



See C1.0 for Silt Fence that will help control and contain sediment during construction period.



We typically cover this requirement with notes on our plans and your standard erosion control notes
shown on sheet C1.2 which cover this requirement. I don't usually try and show stockpile locations
on our plans since that's difficult to predict where contractor will place.



IF WARRANTED



See C1.0 for Inlet Protection in SE 42nd Place.



To our knowledge there are no identified natural channels or outlets for site.



No special source BMP's are anticipated for this residential single family project



The geotechnical engineer (Geo Group Northwest) did not encounter any groundwater on any of
the 4 hollow stem auger boriings performed in summer of 2018. Depth of borings were typically 20
feet or more.





Not applicable for this. No LID's are proposed.



(proposed)

no setback from steep
slope



LID not feasible
for this site per
city engineer







no setback from steep
slope

(proposed)



no setback from steep
slope



LID not feasible for this
site per city engineer



LID not feasible for this
site per city engineer









no setback from steep
slope

no setback from steep
slope

proposed for parking
area of driveway



compost 29



     1

2,000 10.8

500 4.7 compost
15.5



   West Residence

   Duffy Ellis, engineer (behalf of Millad Development)

        Duffy Ellis Febrary 26, 2021


